REALLY IMPORTANT RULES
1) ‘Santa’ & ‘Noel the Coal’ cards CANNOT be swapped, traded or
stolen as items. They can only be won or moved using the specific
‘Help Yourself’ action cards that mention them.
2) The number of items that you need to collect to win the game is
dependent on the number of players in the game. 6 players = 6
Items, 5 Players = 7 Items, 4 Players = 8 items, 2&3 Players =
9 Items. If/when a player is eliminated from the game, all the
remaining players MUST then collect an additional item from their
lists. This information is clearly displayed at the bottom of your
Stocking List.
3) At ANY point during the game the total number of items in your
stocking area MUST NOT EXCEED the maximum number you are
trying to collect. Example - During a 5 player game, no player can
hold more than 7 Items in their stocking – If you end up with
excess items at the end of your turn you must choose which items to
send to the ITEMS REJECT PILE. It is up to all players to police
this rule.
*Santa & Noel the Coal cards are NOT classed as items and are NOT
counted as part of your total.
HIDDEN ITEMS
Some ‘Help Yourself’ cards contain ‘hidden’
stocking list items. If it is an item that
you need for your stocking list, you
should keep it hidden in your hand

with your other action cards – DO NOT make them visible on the
table. If you have collected all the items on your stocking list
(by combining the visible cards in your stocking area on the table
plus any hidden in your hand) shout “GET STUFFED!” and reveal the
hidden cards that complete your list. You can do this at any point in
the game, you do not have to wait until your next turn. For example,
if another player swaps or trades the final item you need, or if you
collect the final item as a hidden item when collecting a
‘Help YoursELF’ card at the end of your turn.

CLARIFICATIONS
Used ‘Help YoursELF’ Action Cards are ALWAYS placed in the
Discard Pile. Rejected or dropped Items are always sent to the Reject
Pile. If either deck is ever depleted then shuffle the cards from the
disused pile or reject pile and turn over to start a new deck.

JOKER ELF CARD

In a 2, 3 or 4 player game, it is possible to win the game by
eliminating all the other players with ‘Noel the Coal’ cards before
completing your stocking list. You just won the sneaky way!

The Joker can act as any missing item in your stocking to help you
win the game. It is a very useful card so everybody else wants it too
and It can be difficult to hang onto. The Joker card can be stolen or
swapped just like any other item.
GET STUFFED CARD
There is only one ‘Get Stuffed’ action card and it can be played at
ANY POINT during the game and can prevent ANY ACTION from
happening. When a player tries to play an action that you don’t want
to happen, show them this card, and tell them to “Get Stuffed!”.
The original action is null and void and that player does not get to
choose another action. Both the action card AND the ‘Get Stuffed!’
card go to the discarded action card pile.
*The original action does not need to be directed at you – for examexam
ple a player may try to steal a card from a different player to complete their list and win the game. You could play the ‘Get stuffed!’
card and stop this from happening.

There is ONE action card that must be removed from the game when
played (ie, it can only be played once per game) – this is indicated
on the card.

HOW TO PLAY

Get Stuffed!

Cards selected at RANDOM must be collected, shuffled and offered
concealed (with the card backs facing upward) for another player to
choose. REMEMBER – Santa & Noel the Coal cards are NOT items
and cannot be swapped, stolen or included with random cards. Also,
these above actions CANNOT be played against the person in
possession of the Santa Card.
When trading, choose a player and ask them to swap one of their
items for one of yours. If they refuse, you cannot ask another player,
so make it a good offer. *This action CAN be played with the person
in possession of the Santa Card.
ALTERNATIVE PLAY — Secret Santa Mode – Keep your Stocking
Lists hidden so other elves don’t know what you are collecting. Still
keep all your items visible though. You could also choose to remove
either the ‘Joker Elf’ or ‘Get Stuffed!’ cards at the start of the game
for alternative gameplay.

Be the first Elf to collect all the items on your
Stocking List and shout, “Get Stuffed!”
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The Stocking List and two ‘Stocking Room’ item cards are placed
face UPWARDS in front of each player so that all players can see
them. This is now known as your ‘Stocking area’. The three ‘Help
Yourself’ action cards are kept hidden in the hand so that other
players cannot see them. Deal 5x ‘Stocking Room’ item cards to the
‘Conveyor Belt’ area – 3x FACE DOWN and 2x FACE UP. The player
with the most ‘Noel the Coal’ cards in their stocking area at the
start of the game will take the first turn. If two players have an
equal amount of coal, then the youngest of these players will take
the first turn. If there are no coals in stockings at the start of the
game then the youngest player takes the first turn.
PLAY
On each turn you get to:
1) Play ONE action from your action cards (this is optional) and
then discard the card that was played face UPWARDS in the
discard pile.
2) Draw another ‘Help Yourself’ action card from the top of the
deck. (whether an action was played or not).
3) Choose 1x Item from the ‘Conveyor Belt’ and add it to your
Stocking area. Play proceeds clockwise to the next player who
gets to perform the same 3 things.

Separate the two decks. If playing 2 or 3 player game, remove 2x
‘Noel the Coal’ cards from ‘Stocking Room’ Deck and do not use.
Find the Santa Card in the ‘Stocking Room’ deck and place in centre
of table. Deal 1x Stocking List, 2x ‘Stocking Room’ cards’ and 3x
‘Help Yourself’ action cards to each player.

*Conveyor Belt is only restocked when the last of the 5 cards is
taken.
Play continues in this manner until the first elf has completed all
the required items on their stocking list.

SANTA CARD

NOEL THE COAL CARDS

Possession of the Santa Card gives you COMPLETELY IMMUNITY
from ALL Actions played by all other players *Except for the specific Santa-stealing Action Cards.

If at any point in the game you have three lumps of Noel the Coal in
your stocking, Santa will give you the sack and you are ELIMINATED
from the game! Your ‘Stocking Room’ Item Cards are sent to the
ITEMS REJECT PILE and all ‘Help yoursELF’ Action Cards are added
to the DISCARD PILE.
IMPORTANT - Your three ‘Noel the Coals’ are removed from the rest
of the game. If you also possess the Santa Card, it is returned to the
centre of the table.

If a player attempts to perform an action SOLELY against you when
you have the Santa card, then this action is null & void. This player
does not get to perform the action on a different player and their
card goes into the discard pile. It is down to each elf to check who
has Santa’s protection before attempting to mess with their
stocking. If a player attempts to perform an action against two or
more players, the Santa card still offers you individual immunity
but this player is allowed to play the actions against all the other
elves.
*Other players may ASK the Santa protected elf if they would like
to trade an item but they cannot be forced to trade and ‘Noel the
Coal’ cards CAN be taken from a Santa-protected stocking but
CANNOT be added to it.
EVERY time a player steals the Santa Card
and BEFORE they touch it, they must say...

HO,HO,HO!
I’m stealing Santa!
If a player breaks this rule, the Santa Card cannot be stolen and
must remain where it is.

*When a player leaves the game all other remaining players MUST
then collect an extra item to complete their list.
(But only if there are 4 or more players remaining.)
EVERY time a player gets a Noel The Coal Card
they must say...

OH NO!
Noel The Coal!
If a player breaks this rule, they will
lose one Help YoursELF Action Card
chosen at random by the player that
calls the foul. This card is sent to the discard pile.
*This rule does not apply to any Noel The Coal Cards dealt before
the game has started.

